Mehmed II’s
Return to Moldovia in 1476
and the Death of the King of Dacia
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n 16 november 1476, the expenses of the Ragusan envoy to Mehmed II were
covered (he received his wages) although he did not meet with sultan Mehmed
II [...] quod imperator non erat in Romania, sed in Moldovia […].1 The last time
the envoy of Ragusa had missed the sultan was at the end of 1462; the messenger of
the Adriatic republic had had to wait until January 1463 to fulfill his mission.2 Just
like in 1476, Mehmed II had a Wallachian failure (dating from the summer of the
year) to compensate for (in the south).3 After the battles of August and September 1462,
he conquered the Genoese Mytilene (Lesbos).4 At the end of 1476 Mehmed seized the
fortresses erected by Matthias Corvinus on the Serbian border between the Ottoman
Empire and the Kingdom of Hungary.5
In both cases, the Ragusan messengers’ failure to meet with Mehmed, while he had
taken departure to the north, revolve around the fate of Vlad III the Impaler.6 On 24/25
november 1462 Vlad was arrested by Matthias Corvinus under the charge of treason,
as he allegedly intended to surrender the king to Mehmed II, along with Transylvania
(and the whole of Hungary).7 Fourteen years later, in november 1476, with the joint
support of Hungarian and Moldavian troops, Vlad reclaimed Wallachia (Târgovişte
was occupied before 8 november,8 and Bucharest was conquered before 16 november9).
nonetheless, Vlad died less than two months later10 (most likely before 5 January 147711).
Either in 1476 or 1462,12 Mehmed II issued a document addressed to the Ragusan
administration. The charter was dated 15 November, at the Wallachians (meaning while
on campaign), without any other elaboration.

The Czar Mehmed, the Sultan Muratovic [i.e. the son of Murad], speaks: the charter and the law must be known <to all>in Ragusa. I leased the customs [of Ledenice]
to Karaman [!] who asked for my great charter, and every man needs to know this. I
have left my slave, Karagöz, beside him and I thereby ordered <that> in this town
everyone who is my tributary [harčnici in the original text] pay a tax for everything
they take out and for everything they bring in through the customs of not more than 4
aspri for 100 aspri, while the Ragusans, for everything they bring and for everything they
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take out through the customs, pay a tax of 5 aspri for 100 aspri. Besides, on the grounds
of my first law, everyone who—during the absence of Karaman and my slave, Karagöz,
or without their knowledge—take out or bring <marchandise> through the customs,
and are descried, they will have all their goods confiscated for the profit of the Treasury
of My Empire. Regarding the lands and places<in question>, <I remind you
that>everyone who owns a sandjak, a kadi, a subaşi, as well as their notables and
their delegates, are instructed to maintain a strong grip over this situation, to be vigilant and show no frailty, as these goods are mine and not Karaman’s. May all be warned
<and> listen without question to my writ as their master.// Written on 15 November,
at the Wallachians [that is, also according to the editor, in Wallachia].13

Unlike Mehmed’s order, also written in old Serbian, drafted on 12 October 1476 (according to the note on the verso: rizevuta adi 25 oktob. 1476 de gran signor contra Dmitar
Soimironic14) Mehmed II’s document issued at the Wallachians bears no Ragusan archival
mention that would help us date and further contextualize it. In all probability, the
document reached Ragusa at the same time as the order issued on 12 October 1476
by the sultan in his Adrianople camp.15 Learning that Mehmed was about to go to war,
the Ragusans rapidly sent an envoy to cover their ends.16 The entry in the register,
dated 16 november 1476, ([...] the Emperor was not in Romania, but in Moldova [...]17)
indicates that Ragusa did not expect its envoy to meet the sultan precisely in Adrianople,
but neither north of the Lower Danube (in Moldavia!).18 Mehmed most certainly received
the tribute of Ragusa by 17 December 1476, when the sultan sent a firman of confirmation (an expeditoria del charaz, according to the Ragusan note on the verso of the charter) from the camp of Bolvan (i.e. Bolvan/Aleksinac, east of Kruševac, as Mehmed had
turned against Matthias at that time).19
Regardless of the year that we decide to ascribe to Mehmed’s order, written at the
Wallachians on 15 November, the sultan’s return north of the Lower Danube in 1476
(around mid-October), following his withdrawal from Moldavia two months before,
is an unquestionable fact, given the statement of expenses issued by Ragusa on 16 november
1476 to its messenger to the sultan, Pasqual(e) Gondola (Gundulić).20 Within this framework of events, the crusaders’21 victory in Wallachia, under the leadership of Stephen
III of Moldavia, of the Judge of the Royal Court, Stephen Báthory, of Vlad III and
also of Basarab IV Þepeluş and of the Serbian despot, Vuk Branković,22 was in fact a
triumph over the sultan himself. Both Târgovişte (conquered before 8 november) and
Bucharest (fallen by 16 november) were taken when Mehmed—unreachable by the messenger of Ragusa in early november23—was back in Wallachia. notwithstanding this,
neither Matthias (who disseminated the Transalpine victory of his captains24), nor Stephen
(who pointed out the fact that he had supported Vlad’s25 return to the throne of Wallachia)
presented this indisputable victory in Wallachia as a defeat of Mehmed himself, as a
Christian success unparalleled since the “miracle of Belgrade,”26 accomplished by John
Hunyadi, the father of Matthias and the predecessor of Stephen, the athlete of
Christendom.27 Due to the fact that Stephen had failed to defeat Mehmed II during
the summer (unable, like Matthias, to lead Mehmed into his trap,28 in Moldavia), Pope
Sixtus IV was asked to remove Stephen from his dignity of athlete. Only the desperate
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intervention of Venice managed to circumvent such a disaster, in late november 1476,
when the sultan Mehmed II29 was defeated.
On 8 December 1476, when ‘at least’ the news of Mehmed II’s return north of the
Danube must have reached him, Matthias wrote to Pope Sixtus IV, heralding the victory in Wallachia and emphasizing the fact that it had been attained prior to the intervention
of the Moldavian voivode,30 disregarding any reference to the presence of the Sultan in
Wallachia during the latest battles between the crusaders and the Ottoman troops.31 At
that time, Matthias had not yet lost his Serbian fortresses to Mehmed II, and Vlad III,
whose importance is emphasized in the letter to the pope, was still alive.32 normally,
unlike in the case of Stephen, though,33 who could be held responsible for the disappearance of Vlad (to whom he had given a personal guard)34, Matthias had no reason—especially not in December 1476, on the eve of his marriage to Beatrice of Aragon
(a matrimonial agreement arranged by Sixtus IV himself)35—to overlook Mehmed II’s
return to the battlefield and his subsequent defeat, especially if this had occurred before
Stephen’s arrival.36 Irrespective of the circumstances, after his defeat in Wallachia, Mehmed
II travelled unhindered toward the south-west, where he eliminated the Hungarian
outposts, precisely at the time when Vlad died in unclear circumstances.37
Like in the autumn of 1462, the Danubian events from the autumn of 1476 were
‘unusual’.38 In 1462 it was claimed that Vlad intended to surrender Matthias (who was
in Transylvania) to Mehmed, and with the aid of Stephen, who had just pledged allegiance to Matthias in order to help him regain the Holy Crown of Hungary from the
grasp of Frederick III of Habsburg (just a month earlier, Stephen had joined forces
with Mehmed II to defeat Vlad).39 These were, essentially, two sides of the same strange
family affair. Both in 1462 and in 1476 Vlad was married to a close relative of Matthias,40
whose son, John Corvinus was the alleged descendant of Mircea the Elder.41 In 1479,
Matthias claimed that the king and the sultans shared blood ties (as Mehmed’s ancestors also included Wallachians42) and Mehmed II and his sons, Bayezid II and Djem consented. Stephen and Vlad were more or less close cousins,43 and last but not least, Matthias’s
name featured in the “diptychs” of Putna along with Stephen’s blood kin and in-laws.44
Consequently, it is worth highlighting the manner in which, about four years after
Vlad’s death, Martino Segno, Bishop of novo Brdo,45 described the Danuabian events
from the winter of 1476-1477,46 setting them against the backdrop of the Transalpine
operations of 1473-1474.47 The description of the prelate was part of an anti-Ottoman
treatise addressed to pope Sixtus IV and to Matthias Corvinus, whose father-in-law,
Ferdinand of Aragon, had just lost Otranto to the Ottoman fleet (1480), which was most
likely backed up by the Porte’s new ally, Venice.48

[According to Segono, the sequence of events unfolded as follows: Suleiman Pasha,
of Rumelia, attempted to conquer Scutari. He failed and had to withdraw (this happened
in 1474).49] [...] Dopo queste cose, Maometto [Mehmed II], udita la morte del re de Dacia
[depending on the date: Radu III the Handsome50/ Vlad III the Impaler51], subito con
l’essercito passò il Danubio acciò facesse surrogare di quella nazione uno della famiglia Bassaranban
[Basarab III Laiotã (both in the case of the death of Radu and of the death of Vlad)]52]
e la ingiuria da loro poco prima ricevuta vendicasse. Ma havendo Dacia Maggiore quietata
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et apparecchiandosi per ire alla Minore [Dacia Minore/ Moldavia53],<Mehmed> fu chiamato dai Samandrini [by the inhabitants of Smederevo54] i quali teme-vano della venuta
del re d’Ungheria [of Matthias Corvinus]55 [in all likelihood, Matthias’ return took
place during the winter of 1475-1476, when, with Vuk Branković and Vlad acting as
his captains, he conquered Sabač, while the captains of the king appalled the Christians
with their cruelty.] [...].56
[In order to shed light on some of the challenges of this intricate timeline, a closer
look at some of the events that preceded Segono’s text on the Dacian intervention of
Mehmed II will prove most useful.]

[...] Havuta questa vittoria [against Usun Hassan (1473)57] se ne ritornò Maometto
in Constantinopoli e per tre anni se astenne dal guerreggiare. Infratanto Soliman bassà nella
Romania mandato oltre al Danubio fu da i Daci tra le paludi e tra le strettezze delle selve
cosi valorosamente combattuto, che perso l’essercito appena egli con pochi si salvò [this is a
clear reference to the battle of Vaslui of 10 January 147558] [...].59 [Segono continued
with a description of the fall of Caffa60 that took place l’istesso anno.61 Further on, quasi
ancoa nell’istesso tempo, Segono presented Suleiman’s departure for Scutari, the defeat
of the Ottoman army by the Dacians, followed by the death of the King of Dacia, who
had brought Mehmed across the Danube, where la ingiuria da loro poco prima ricevuta
vendicasse.62 This wording can only refer to the battle of Vaslui and—from the point of
view of the chronological order of events—it can only be traced to the winter of 14751476 (a span of time when Basarab III was the uninterrupted ruler of Wallachia).63
However, although Segono made no reference to Mehmed’s campaign in Moldavia
during the summer of 1476 (a catastrophe for the crusaders and particularly for Matthias
and Stephen),64 he continued his account of the two Dacias not by covering the Hungarian
campaign of Sabač of the winter of 1475-1476,65 but with a review of Mehmed’s ravage of the (wooden) forts erected by Matthias on the Sava and the Morava,66 which took
place during in the winter of Vlad III’s death (1476-1477). The following quote is taken
from the beginning of the fragment in discussion. […] Il quale [Matia] havea già fatto
edificare due rocche alla foce del fiume Moravia, le quali assalite da i Turchi furono valorosamente difese dagli Ungheri [...].67

[What happened in Dacia and when it happened is difficult to tell. In 1476, Mehmed
returned north of the Danube alone, after he was forced to retreat during the summer,68 right before Stephen III and Stephen Báthory succeeded in imposing Vlad III Þepeş
and Basarab IV Þepeluş.69 Stephen and Matthias “forgot” about the sultan’s return and
about his defeat in november 1476, although they desperately needed a victory (especially Stephen).70]
[Eventually, in order to have a better grasp of Segono’s construction, of the way in
which he sequenced the events (and, obviously, of the degree of reality that we can attach
to the prelate’s accounts), it is worth resorting to his account of Mehmed II’s campaign in Wallachia (1462): [...] Ma non molto dopo questa vittoria [the victory of Mehmed
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in Lesbos (Mytilene),71 in the spring of 1462, according to Segono, but which was, in
fact, subsequent to Mehmed’s campaign in Wallachia] seguitò un grave et atroce eccidio nell’essercito turchesco, imperoché combattendosi in Dacia, dove haveva Maometto transferitta la
guerra, Draula [!], con sei mila cavalli, e con una buona squadra di fanti, assaltando nel silenzio della notte il campo turchesco, pose quello in tanto terrore et spavento che, se non se acclamava et gridava per tutto l’essercito <il> consiglio di Maimuti Bassà [Mahmud Angelović72]
per trombetti che ciaschuno a piedi davanti al suo padiglione combattesse, tutti per l’errore della
notte si sarebbono l’un l’altro occisi. La maggior parte nondimeno per le mani dei Daci fu
prostrata e morta e l’altra sopra veloci cavalli si salvò [...].73[Segono then proceeded with
Mehmed’s campaign in Bosnia (1463) without mentioning that Vlad had lost his throne
and his freedom at the end of 1462.74 We may infer that Segono overlooked the failures of the Dacians (he most certainly omitted the battles in Moldavia during the summer of 1476), and, additionally, he did not seem to make any connection between Vlad’s
nickname and the devil.75]

Drafted at a time when the Geto (Dacian)-Scythian (Hunnic) imbroglio was already
commonplace in the anti-Ottoman76 writings, owing particularly to De bellis Gothorum
(1473–1474) written by Bishop nicholas de Modruš († 1480),77 the enemy of Matthias
Corvinus78 in the Balkans, and author of a famous portrait of Vlad79 depicted as a serial killer, Segono’s treaty drew an almost bright image of Draula, the ruler and even the
king of the Dacians.80 Holder of the Diocese of novo Brno, a nest of Serbian unrest
for Mehmed and his stepmother Mara Branković,81 Segono overtly disregarded the stories about Vlad’s acts of cruelty and the reports on the massacres he perpetrated during
his Lower Danube offensive in early 146282 (a campaign that made him postpone the
marriage to a relative of Matthias, or more precisely to his sister, according to the German
subjects of Frederick III83). All in all, this was a case of misrepresentation, an informational tangle and an image battle (developed long before modern writings emerged) that
left little room for unambiguity. Mehmed’s return north of the Danube in 1462 and then
in 1476, during the autumn, after his respective Wallachian summer campaigns84 are
among the only certainties we can identify. On each occasion, Mehmed’s return revolved
around the figure of Vlad III.85 Both were overlooked by Matthias Corvinus and Stephen
III, the secular suzerain of the Crusade and the athlete of Christendom in 1476.86

q
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Abstract
Mehmed II’s Return to Moldovia in 1476 and the Death of the King of Dacia

On 16 november 1476, the travel expenses of Pasqual(e) Gondola (Gundulić), the envoy of Ragusa
sent to Mehmed II, were reimbursed even though Gondola had not met the sultan [...] quod
imperator non erat in Romania, sed in Moldovia [...]. At that time, Moldavian and Hungarian
troops were occupying Wallachia, taking Târgovişte (before 8 november) and Bucharest (precisely on 16 november). After the failure of Stephen III of Moldavia and of King Matthias Corvinus
of Hungary to trap Sultan Mehmed II during the latter’s Moldavian summer campaign (July-August
1476), this was a major success. In fact, it was/would have been the first Christian victory over
the sultan in personam since the “miracle of Belgrade” twenty years earlier. Yet it was never celebrated
as such, even though both Stephen and especially Matthias widely circulated news of the anti-Ottoman
victories in Wallachia. Especially for Stephen, a victory over the sultan would have been more
than needed, because, in the same month of november, several political voices called for his deposition as the athlete of Christendom (eventually, in late november-early December, Venice succeeded
in convincing pope Sixtus IV to keep Stephen as athlete). The paper focuses on these events that
marked the beginning of the third and final Wallachian reign of Vlad III the Impaler (Dracula),
who then, within less than two months, lost his life (around the beginning of January 1477).
Meanwhile, Mehmed II (also) managed to take and destroy king Matthias’ newly erected Serbian
fortresses. Previously, Mehmed II had returned north of the Danube, after a failed summer campaign, only in november 1462, on the eve of Vlad’s imprisonment by Matthias. Vlad was accused
by his royal relative that he had plotted to hand over his suzerain to the sultan.
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